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What/why/How ?
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Choices, choices, choices (and what 
about variable abundance ratios?)….
Testing the choices (?)
BaSTI for population synthesis
Population synthesis and the VO



Stellar population synthesis models are tools for interpreting the 
integrated light that we observe from unresolved stellar populations  
(galaxies, star clusters).

A so-called ‘population synthesis model’ provides the integrated 
spectrum and magnitudes/colours (plus mass to light-ratios in various 
wavelength bands) of a stellar population with a specific star formation 
history and an assumed IMF

GALAXEV, Pegase, Galadriel, Starburst99, Buzzoni,  BaSTI (very soon) ,SED@+ 

others

WHAT



WHY 
Inverse approach

Photometric/spectroscopic 

observations unresolved
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Population synthesis models Estimate of population 

Star Formation History



WHY
Direct approach

Model

of galaxy formation

Population synthesis models
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HOW              (I)



HOW                 (II)

GALAXEV Vazdekis



HOW              (III)



Population synthesis: Ingredients

Stellar model/isochrone library

Library of stellar spectra



Each point along an

isochrone is specified by 

(L, Teff, M, [Fe/H]) or also   

(Teff, g, [Fe/H])

Libraries of stellar spectra. 

Each spectrum is specified 

by (Teff, g [Fe/H])

IMF to give number 

of stars along 

isochrone for a fixed

total  mass of  the

population 

Integrated 
spectrum

Line strengths,

integrated colours,

magnitudes

mass-to-light ratios

Effect of dust

K-correction

Nebular emission



INPUT CHOICES

IMF

Model/isochrone
library

Spectral library

Functional form; universal ?

([Fe/H], [E/H], t) and 

evolutionary phase coverage; mass

loss history (massive stars, HB

morphology, AGB)

Resolution; λ range; (g,[Fe/H],[E/H],Teff )

coverage; S/N, flux calibration;

parameter determination for the library 

stars; line lists; atmosphere modelling



Model/isochrone library shopping basket
(not exhaustive)

BaSTI     (include AGB)

Padua     (include AGB)

DSEP      (partial post-MS coverage)

Y2            (partial post-MS coverage)

Victoria (partial post-MS coverage)

Geneva  (partial post-MS coverage)



Evolutionary phase coverage is IMPORTANT

[Fe/H]=0.0
From Coelho et al. (2007)



Spectral library shopping basket
(not exhaustive)

Empirical                     Theoretical

STELIB                                             Munari (ATLAS 9)

ELODIE                                             Coelho - IAG (ATLAS 9)

INDO-US                                         Martins 

MILES                                               MARCS 

UVES-POP                                     PHOENIX                 

HNGSL                                             Basel (semiempirical)

Pickles                                             Kurucz (ATLAS 9)



Munari – MILES  spectral libraries

PARAMETER COVERAGE

Solar composition

From Martins & Coelho (2007)



From Bruzual (2007)

Different spectral/model  libraries Different integrated spectra

From Gonzalez Delgado et al. 2005



Comparison between line 

indices of individual stars.

Theoretical vs empirical spectral

libraries 

From Martins & Coelho (2007)



Mix’n match coverage: Different 
libraries may not match



Non scaled-solar metal mixture

Only effect on stellar spectra, 

not evolutionary tracks. C 

affects heavily the TO region of 

an isochrone

Schiavon (2007)

Consistent treatment

Coelho et al. (2007)



Non scaled-solar metal 
mixture

BaSTI, Victoria, Padua (not exactly 
homogeneous), DSEP, Y2

Theoretical spectral libraries (Munari, Coelho, 
MARCS)

Fully consistent (non scaled solar) pop. 
Synthesis models:
Coelho et al. – BaSTI (α-enhanced)

(much larger parameter space)



Statistical fluctuations integrated magnitudes

Tests on Galactic star clusters
INTEGRATED MAGNITUDES

CNONa anticorrelations in Galactic 

globular clusters, 

HB morphology, 

Blue stragglers, 

[Fe/H] scale of Galactic star 

clusters (+ detailed metal abundance 

pattern)

More  PROBLEMS

See also analytical work by 
Cervino & Luridiana



CNONa anticorrelations in 

Galactic globular clusters

HB morphology

Blue stragglers

[Fe/H] scale of Galactic star 

clusters (+ detailed metal 

abundance pattern)

Tests on resolved star clusters 

INTEGRATED SPECTRA

PROBLEMS

Index fluctuations 
in star clusters



BaSTI models

-2.27 ≤[M/H]≤+0.40    [α/Fe]=0.0, 0.4



Low-resolution spectra (λ/Δλ=200 – 500)
90≤ λ ≤ 1.6e6 Å

ATLAS9 (Castelli & Kurucz 2004) for Teff between 50000 K and 3500 K
BASEL 3.1 for Teff  < 3500 
Lancon & Mouhcine (2002) for C-stars (5Å resolution degraded)

High-resolution spectra (1Å resolution)
2500≤ λ ≤ 10500 Å

Munari (2005) for Teff  > 3500 

Use of high-resolution spectra limited to λ‹ 6000 Å

Spectral libraries used in BaSTI

[α/Fe]=0.0, 0.4

[α/Fe]=0.0, 0.4



BaSTI population synthesis products

Spectra (low and high resolution), integrated colours, M/L ratios for SSP

In the near future we will provide a web-tool to compute integrated spectra for an arbitrary 
SFH, and also include spectra in our MC SYNHETIC MAN code. This will enable to study 
fluctuations of integrated spectra for low-mass stellar populations



BaSTI 
integrated 
colours



BaSTI

INTEGRATED SPECTRA



Population synthesis models 
and the VO
i) Minimum requirement

Implementation within the VO of current population synthesis 
models/packages

i) Standardization of the outputs  and data description 

ii) Interface with tools for analysis of retrieved data

iii) Identification of models/search of parameter space

iv) Ownership

v) Updating

(see efforts with the BaSTI stellar model database and TSAP developed 
at LAEFF – Madrid) 



ii) One step further
Implementation of several available model and spectral libraries

+ flexibility to choose among the possible combinations to best 

tackle the problem at hand.

a) Standardization of formats and data description of pop. Synth. 

building blocks

b) Keep track of characteristics of each library. Search within the 

whole parameter space for the combination(s) most suited to 

interpret the data (resolution, λ (or broadband filters) 

range……..)

c) Option to test the final model on template objects (?)

d) Updates
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